Robert Bosch GmbH

Mini Hand-held Circular
Saw

PKS 16 Multi

Precise cuts in a wide variety of
materials

Go to product

Key product features
- As versatile as your projects. Comes complete with three saw blades for tile, wood and multi material,
which enable many applications to be done
- Sits comfortably in the hand even in tight spaces. The compact design and practical bow-shaped
handle enable effortless operation – even with only one hand
- Plunge cuts easier than ever. The lowerable saw blade enables especially easy and safe completion
of precise plunge cuts
- Spindle lock for quick and easy saw blade changes
- CutControl for clean, straight cuts
- Convenient adjustment of the cutting depth for precise sawing of the workpiece
- Specially designed base plate and outer position of the saw blade enable sawing close to the edge
- Comes complete with dust extraction adapter for a clean workplace
- Softgrip for more comfort and better handling

Other product advantages

Comes complete with
-

Diamond cutting disc Ceramic (2 609 256 425)
Precision circular saw blade (2 609 256 C82)
Special circular saw blade (2 609 256 C83)
Plastic case (1 605 438 516)
Dust extraction adapter (1 600 A00 1LP)

Part number: 06033B3070
EAN code: 3165140651240

Robert Bosch GmbH

Mini Hand-held Circular Saw

PKS 16 Multi
Technical data
Power input: 400 W
Circular saw blade rated diameter: 65 mm
Circular saw blade bore size: 15 mm
No-load speed: 6.400 rpm
Guide plate: 68 x 233 mm
Protective guard: Plastic
Machine weight: 1,9 kg

Cutting depth

Cutting depth range at 90°: 16 mm

Noise / vibration information
Measured values determined according to EN 60745
Total vibration values (vector sum of three directions).

Vibration emission value ah: 2.5 m/s²
Uncertainty K: 1.5 m/s²

The A-rated noise level of the power tool is typically as follows: Sound pressure level 97 dB(A); Sound
power level 108 dB(A). Uncertainty K= 3 dB.

Functions
Power input

400 watts

Multi Material

Special saw blades for working on a wide variety of materials

Plunge cut
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Using the plunge function, you can saw recesses directly in the centre of the workpiece

Spindle lock

Fast saw blade changes due to spindle lock at the push of a button

Bosch CutControl

Precise line tracking when sawing along a cutting mark

Functions
Spindle lock
Bosch CutControl
Plunge cuts
Cutting depth setting
Dust extraction
Softgrip

